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Manchester Day Parade 

18 June 2017 
Abracadabra!  

Report published by MCC 

 
Manchester Day Parade is a wonderful and heart-warming parade  

which really shows off Manchester’s diversity and talent. This is  the 
9th parade due to continued success.  
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2017 Manchester Day Parade 

Abracadabra!  
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Our theme was:  

 
The White Snake… 

 
The White Snake is a very famous tradi-
tional Chinese story which is closely 
linked to the Dragon Boat Festival. The 
story is about two magical snakes: The 
White Snake and The Green Snake who 
transform into beautiful  women and set 
off a journey to the West Lake of Hang 
Zhou.  
 
The White Snake meets her true love, Xu 
Xian, at the West Lake and married him. 
A Buddhist monk, Fa Hai, learns about 
The White Snake’s real self and warns 
Xu Xian that his wife is really a snake.  
 
On the day of Dragon Boat Festival the 
white snake wishes to stay at home to 
avoid the Ay Tsao (used for protection 
from spirits). Xu Xian prepares some 
realer wine (a tradition on Dragon Boat 
Festival). White Snake who believes her 
magic will protect her, drinks the realgar 
wine and suddenly feels unwell. When 
her husband came to her side, he saw 
the snake. He was so in shock he fell to 
the floor dead.  
 
After she regained her human form and 
recovered, the White Snake set off on a 
journey to obtain a herbal medicine 
which would revive her husband. When 
Xu Xian had revived, she explained to 
him that the white snake he saw was ac-
tually a dragon and that this vision was 
indeed a good omen.  

 

Manchester Day Parade is commissioned by Man-
chester City Council for the people of Manchester 
and produced by outdoor art experts ‘Walk the 
Plank’. This year’s theme was ‘Abracadabra’.  The 
parade was inspired by the real magic of science, 
‘defying expectations and conjuring up a wonderful 
vision of the magic of Manchester’  (Manchester 
Evening News, 2017).  

For the application, Jenny Wong  use 
idea  based on White Snake story.  
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2017 Manchester Day Parade  

MCC Press Release 

Chinese newspaper cutting reporting the parade 

“Today feels very poignant, doesn’t 
it? People are still thinking about the 
attack and just coming to terms with it 
really and the enormity of it. But in 
the worst of times you see the best of 
people, and we’ve certainly seen 
what Greater Manchester is all about 
in the past month.” 

“今天感觉很凄美，不是吗？ “人们还在

想着这次恐怖份子袭击的事件.  一切都

是真实的和艰巨。 但是在最糟糕的时

候，你会看到最好的人，而且在过去一

个月里，我们肯定看到了大曼彻斯特是 

一个大都会。” 

Quote from Andy Burnham, mayor of Greater Manchester reflecting on the parade 

Leading the parade was a special tribute to those who got killed in the terror 
attack on May 22nd 2017. Behind were 22,000 people from 80 different 
community groups in Manchester. On the 18th June 2017, a sweltering Sun-
day in central Manchester, around 100,000 lined the street to watch the pa-
rade. The 22,000-strong procession was led by 22 young people, who each 
held a balloon to represent one of the 22 victims of the bombing. The group 

also held a banner which read “Manchester remembers 22.05.17”. Following 
the group, were the uniformed members of Manchester’s emergency ser-
vices, honouring their response to the attack. 
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Preparation and Planning 
Abracadabra!  Storyline 

The volunteers and students  from The Manchester Chinese Centre who took 
part in the parade really helped in the design, planning and preparation of the 
parade. They showed the city of Manchester a beautiful and magical array of 

costumes and talent topped off with a beautiful bee as the centrepiece. As well 
as fitting in with the theme of serpents, snakes and nature, the bee also really 
represented the city of Manchester in remembrance of the men, women and 

children killed in the Manchester Arena bomb attack.  

After choosing their magical theme of the 
White Snake, MCC carried out some re-
search to gather inspiration for their parade. 
They took their inspiration from some of the 
pictures they found on the internet, but gave 
them their own magical spin. A common 
theme was flowers and nature, which are as-
sociated with snakes and serpents  
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“One of the many great things about Manchester Day is the way in which it 
not only gives different communities the chance to be seen and heard, but 
provides them with a creative forum in which to tell a unique story about 

themselves”- Liz Pugh from Walk the Plank  

Despite the Manchester Day Parade being a perfect  
opportunity for different communities to express themselves and their  

cultures through  art and design, some members of the Chinese Church did 
not wish to participate. They believed the theme of ‘the White Snake’ was 

about evil spirits, rather than magic.  

 

Preparation and Planning 
Magic is fun or evil?  

Manchester Chinese Centre and the other volunteers did not mean to pick a 
theme that was evil, especially on the day they created a story that was so 

beautiful, colourful and magical.  They  believe that in art and design, religion 
and politics should be disregarded and be a creative way to teach other 

community groups and the people of Manchester about Chinese culture. The 
Chinese centre and volunteers chose to stick with their chosen theme and 

wonderful ideas.  

The show must go on! 
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Carrie (project manager) and Canada Boyd (Producer of Day Parade) 

 

Preparation and Planning 
Official Meeting at MCC 

To make sure the parade ran smoothly for the Chinese community, regular 
meetings were carried out with ‘Walk the Plank’ to discuss design ideas and 
funding. It was also important for the artists to keep the MCC up to date with 

their progress on their masterpieces.  

Some of the designs and measurements by the talented ‘Walk the Plank’ artists  
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Preparation and Planning 
 Flowers Design  

Community Artist Jiatong Yang has been 
working with Jenny Wong to design the 
flowing flowers.    

Finally, Jenny decided to use Flowers 
and Umbrella as  the second part of  the 
theme.  This will go well with our BEE.    
 

Parade performance is very challenging, be-
cause this outdoor activity have to rely on a good 
weather. Paper flower will not work for our  
Parade.  Jenny Wong used different materials to 
experiment  varies form of flowers.  It was ex-
tremely difficult  to find a materials are water 
proof  and  light enough to flow.  

Volunteer Situ  has been working on 
the Chinese umbrella and the flowing 
Flowers.  It looks fantastic!     
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Preparation and Planning 
 Four Seasons Music 

Four seasons  music was created by Peng Tong and Pete William dated 
back 2003. It is based  on Guzheng and piano.  
 
Jenny decided  to use this piece of music for our 2017 Parade.  It has  
divided into 4 parts as Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.   

  
Frist part of the music was rain-
ing with heavy storm which is fit-
ting in perfectly well for our story 
line!  The Chinese umbrella, 
flowing flowers and Willow 
leaves are a perfect setting of the 
Journey to the West Lake of 
Hang Zhou. It feels very romantic 
and beautiful! 
                 Quoted by J. Wong 

 
 

 
Confucius taught that: “To educate 
somebody, you should start with 
poems, emphasize ceremonies, 
and finish with music. I am very 
proud of my Guzheng music ! It is 
unique, beautiful and  marvellous 
feeling!” Quoted by Musician Peng 
Tong   

Music and Storyline  “ When White and Green Snakes 
came to visit the famous Broken Bridge, Hangzhou 
West Lake, South China.  The two snake ladies spotted 
a very handsome young man there carrying an umbrel-
la. White Snake fell in love with him instantly.  
 
Just then, it began to rain and the two ladies rushed to 
take shelter under a nearby willow tree. The young man 
noticed their plight and came forward to introduce him-
self and offered them his umbrella.”   
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      Preparation and Planning 
 Bee Saddle  

Before the costumes could be 
completed, the children had to be 
measured to make sure the sizes 
were correct.  
 
This picture shows artist   Bryan 
Tweddle and his team with White 
snake  Elizabeth Smith getting 
measured for her Health and  
Safety check.  

 
Trying to sit on a bee saddle. 
To ride a Bee, the structure's  
dimensions determined is vital.  
We need to submit technical pro
-formats to the production team.  
 

The White Snake was standing on top 
of the bee, so to make sure the  
correct health and safety procedures 
were carried out, Elizabeth wore a 
harness. This is to stop her from  
falling off.   
 
Here is Elizabeth getting her harness 
measured.  
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Preparation and Planning 
 Bee rider 

 
Children has been trying differ-
ent position on the bee saddle.    

Artist Bryan Tweddle and his 
team Steve, Mike Lister.  
 
They will be bash on with the float 
once they measure the children.  
They need work out  size of the bee  
saddle and the position where White 
and Green snakes stand.   To have 
a good head for heights to perform 
in the Streets, also must meet the  
Health and safety requirement.    
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Preparation and Planning 
 Chinese Guanyin and Monk  costumes 

The Guanyin dance costumes 

The Monk costume  
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Preparation and Planning 
 Costumes for 3 main characters 

Xu Xian and the White Snake 

The finishing touches... 

Green Snake 

Here is Ann Law 罗伟娘 from Elderly Canton-

ese Opera Group 湘云曲艺社, with some of 
the costumes worn at the parade and one of 
the gorgeous headdresses.  
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The flowers were made from foam and required lots of skill to give them a 
natural and realistic look. Every flower created was different– just like real 

flowers.  

The flowers which were placed on the bee and as part of the costumes were 
all handmade at the Manchester Chinese Centre. All the volunteers, 

staff and students worked really hard in the process.  

 
Preparation and Planning 

Researching and Experimenting 
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Preparation and Planning 

              Making willow leaves and flowers 

All hands on deck… luckily the weather worked in our favour so we could 
spread preparation outside. Everybody who was involved worked really hard., 

but also had lots of fun.  
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Preparation and Planning 

Flowers Making  

These are some of the flowers decorate on the bee.  

These are the flowers used for costumes 
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Preparation and Planning 
Dance Routine trained by Trixi, Walk the Plank  

As part of the parade, some of the volunteers 
learned a dance routine, displaying even 
more wonderful talent.  The weather was 

beautiful and the children were able to  
practise outside.  
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Preparation and Planning 
Dance Routine Training  

After the dance routine was successfully mastered and the beautiful costumes had been  
finished, they were able to practise the dance with the costumes. The colours were really  

vibrant and the costumes looked beautiful in the sun.  

A  week before  the Parade, team of choreographers from Walk the 
Plank working with our teachers and children.  
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17th June 2017 
Last official Bee inspection  

 

The bee used by Manchester Chinese Centre had been sent all the way from 
Luxembourg by the Mayor. The public were really moved by the gesture and 
the appearance of the bee, especially after the whole city had been affected by 
the terrible attack in May. The bee really stood out from the crowd and this act 
has helped to promote a stronger feeling of unity and kindness in the city.  

To make the bee stand out 
even more from the crowd, the 
Manchester Chinese Centre 
staff and volunteers alongside 
the artists from ‘Walk the 
Plank’,  decorated the base of 
the bee with beautiful hand-
made flowers. They also 
placed The White Snake and 
Xu Xian on top of the bee. 
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17th June 2017 

Last Health and Safety inspection  

  Last official inspection is  
vital.  We have tested and checked 
Health and Safety list. Done the risk 
assessment accordingly and getting 

ready for the tomorrow big day 
ahead. It was very exciting indeed!  

Jenny Wong, Canada Boyd,  
Producer of Day Parade,  
Artist Bryan Tweddle and  

his team are checking  the  
soundtrack. and bee saddle.  
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The Day of the Parade– 18th June 2017 

Make up and ready to go 

In the morning final preparations were 
made, face-painting and quick dress  
rehearsals of the dances. Situ and  

Nicole Soi have been organising our 
groups.  

Sami Ling is working on Chinese Opera face-
painting and make-up  

Luckily the sun was out on the day of the parade, it made the day much more 
enjoyable. All the costumes glistened beautifully in the sunlight.  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

The bee was the main focal point of the parade for the Manchester Chinese Centre, alongside the White 
Snake and Xu Xian, dancers, umbrellas and handmade flowers. The bee’s wings really sparkled in the 
sunlight, almost as if they were magic. The bee received a lot of praise and complements by the audi-
ence. Bryan, the artist from Walk the Plank, drove all the way to Luxembourg to pick up the bee and 

drove all the way back after the event to return it safely.  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Health and Safety issue 

Jiatong Yang and her son 
Richard  at the Parade  
interviewed by BBC 

“We will also have a significant 
policing plan in place ahead of 
the weekend so that people 
can enjoy the Eid-ul-Fitr cele-
brations in a safe and good 
spirited environment. Each indi-
vidual borough will be working 
this week to tailor specific plans 
for their local operation so that 
all planned celebrations can go 
ahead without any disruption. “ 
Police press release by 
GMP , ACC Robert Potts. 
                              19-6-2017   
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

 Chinese Martial Arts Centre 曼城智武国術会.   

 
Leading the parade was golden dragon by Master Mankei Tang, Manchester Chinese 

Martial Arts Centre 曼城智武国術会.  A dragon is very important in Chinese history and 
culture.  The group performed a traditional Chinese dragon dance, which was very  

entertaining.  It has been very popular performing and welcome by wider community! 
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Community’s Dragon  

In the parade Dragon Dance group always very popular.  Their golden Dragon and our 
Guanyin dance costumes were remarkable outstanding and sparkled in the sunlight.  

It was absolutely fabulous!  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Guanyin’s and Flower Dances 

The golden Dragon and our Guanyin dance cos-
tumes were remarkable outstanding and sparkled in 
the sunlight. Completely astonishing! 

We are very proud of our Guanyin and Flower Dance groups.   All  
girls look absolutely fabulous!  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Dances Groups 

In the parade a group of young girls performed the Guanyin dance routine they had learnt 
at the Chinese centre. Their gold costumes were remarkable and sparkled in the sunlight. 

The dancers put on a really good performance.  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

         Flower and Umbrellas Group 

At the end of the Chinese Centre’s parade were the beautiful handmade flowers attached to Chinese 
umbrellas. The way the flowers and umbrellas moved in the breeze was spectacular. Just like the 
bee’s wings, the umbrellas glistened and sparkled in the sunlight.   The bright coloured flowers and 
leaves filled the streets of Manchester and not only showed off the theme of the White Snake but also 
reflected the beauty and brightness of  the Manchester community.  
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Bee Group 

The White Snake was stood on top of the bee, and could be seen very quickly. Elizabeth was wearing a 
harness, so there was no risk of her hurting herself. The handmade flowers at the base of the bee were 
spectacular. All the costumes were well designed and were appropriate for the theme. The bee had a 
nice holiday in Manchester, and was really appreciated by the centre and the people of Manchester. 
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 The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Police press release and Quotes from MCC 

 
“We are proud to have a diverse population in Greater Manchester, with different faiths 
and cultures coming together and we will continue to work closely with religious leaders 
of all faiths to ensure that our communities feel as safe and reassured as possible. 
 
“Our city, along with London, has seen some appalling attacks and tragedies in recent 
weeks but both cities have shown a resounding community spirit and solidarity in the face 
of widespread grief.  Police press release by GMP , ACC Robert Potts.19-6-2017   
19-6-17   

I was really moved by the bee sculpture decorated with 
flowers and the flowing flowers and willow leaves.  It is 
spectacular!  
 
An mazing bee from Mayor and citizens of Wiltz, Lux-
embourg. This act has helped to promote a stronger 
feeling of unity and kindness in the city. The Manchester 
community will  cherish the warm regards sent with the 
bee sculpture. Bees are representing Manchester peo-
ple, what a great way to celebrating our Manchester 
Day Parade. Just fantastic!   Quoted by Nicole Soi 
 

 
“ MCC was all shocked and saddened by the horrific attack 
carried out at the Manchester Arena on Monday 22 May 
2017. Our thoughts are with the victims and their families.  As 
a member of the community, we are very proud of the people 
in Manchester to stand up together to help the victims through 
a most difficult time.   
 
For sure this terrible tragic incident has brought the communi-
ty together disregarding their colour and faiths.   Although, the 
Manchester Parade Day was very close to last month’s terror 
attack,  but this will not stop us to celebrate the  diversity of 
our city!   Truly, celebration of our diversity, solidarity and  
unity.  We would like to thank the Greater Manchester Police 
for their hard work.  Quoted by Jenny Wong 

 
“ I have shown the world that its people stand in soli-
darity in their rejection of hatred and fear. I will come 
back next year for the Parade. Nothing could stop me!”  

Quoted   吉娜罗根 Xena Logan   

 
 

 
“The May tragic  
incident has brought 
the wider community 
together. I just like to 
thank the 80 commu-
nity groups who to 
take part of the Man-
chester Parade. It is 
great to share this 
moment with 100,000 
people.   Our Man-
chester’s spirit is  
defiantly strong and 
positive!” Quoted by 

詹姆士罗根 James 
Logan 

 
“Thanks for the beautiful bee 
ride.  It is very enjoyable day!    
I love this BEE!  “ Quoted by  
Elisabeth Smith                                      
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Acknowledgements 鸣 谢  

 
Manchester Chinese Centre would like to say a massive thank you  to everyone who 

helped to make this parade such a special and magical day and to all their friends, fami-
lies and people of Manchester who supported us  on the day. We are not only very proud 
of the Chinese community today, but all of  Manchester. We pass on our sincere gratitude 
to everyone who came and represented Manchester and support those families who lives 
were tragically affected by the terror attack. We would also  like to acknowledge the great 

work Greater Manchester emergency services do all day every day in ensuring the  
people of Manchester are kept safe. It was a beautiful and spectacular day and one that 

will never be forgotten.  

Special Thanks to特别感谢: 
 
Manchester City Council 
Walk the Plank 
Mayor of Wiltz , Luxembourg and Mr. Herbert Maly  
Canada Boyd, Producer of Day Parade 
Carrie English, Manchester Day Project & Stage Manager  
 
Artist Bryan Tweddle and his team  
Jenny Wong, Manchester Chinese Centre 
 

Master Mankei Tang, Manchester Chinese Martial Arts Centre 曼城智武国術会 

Ann Law,罗伟娘, Ann Law Cantonese Chinese Opera Group 湘云曲艺社 
 
Four seasons Music created by Peng Tong and Pete William  
Music recorded by Pete William (2003)  Refined by Gregory Chiche (2017).  

Participating volunteers: 
 
Name  Role Play                       
 
Jenny Wong          Event Director 
Jiatong Yang Event project manager             
Master Tang  Director of Kungfu and Dragon group 
Torkils Smith                          Filming  
Anthony Firmin                      Photographer 
Sami Ling                              Make up Artist  
 
Pan Smith                              Bee Team leader   
 

张文鑫 Harvey Zhang            书生Scholar                            

潘一一 Elisabeth Smith         白蛇 White snake                   

陈淑娜 Shuk Na Chen           青蛇 Green snake                  

张梓乐 Harley Zhang             和尚 Monk 
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Acknowledgements鸣 谢  

Participating Volunteers, dance group 舞蹈列阵: 
 
 
Name Role Play                             

王再鸣  Zaming Wang  Dance teacher  

袁奥  Yen Ao  Assistant teacher     
 
Group 1   Group 2                                                                       

莫薇诗 Wei Shi Pollitt  观音  郑静怡    俏花旦                                                                                         

Melody Ni            观音   梅思敏                 俏花旦                                                

李滢                观音    陈滢伊              俏花旦  

郑慧玲          观音     梁乐晴              俏花旦                                              

李诗琴              观音   姚雅妮      俏花旦                                                

陈芯瑶 Esmee Chan      观音      Kacy Yanny    俏花旦   

陈芯乔 Ellis Chan              观音                                        

陈俏颖     观音       

Participating Volunteers, Bee group 蜜蜂列阵 : 
 
Name       Role play  

 

谢崇科 Alex Tse                     Pushing Bee 

尤竟旭 Jingxu You                   Pushing Bee 

毕剑浩 Kevin But                      Pushing Bee 

李坤儒 Kevin Li      Pushing Bee 
Tom Smith-Wrinch                Pushing Bee 
George                                     Pushing Bee 

Participating Volunteers, flower group 舞龙列阵: 

 

Dragon Dance, team of  Manchester Chinese Martial Arts Centre 曼城智武国術会 
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Acknowledgements鸣 谢  

Participating Volunteers, flower and umbrella group 花伞列阵: 

 
Name       Role Play                             
 
Nicole Soi                  Manager  

司徒Qili Situ       Assistant Manager                         

      
Group 1       Group 2 

陈志亮 Zhilaing Chen            陈小芳 

莫双宁 Shangning Mo    池美珍 

郭立新 Guo Lixin      陈奕如 

吉娜罗根 Xena Logan    郑晓梅 

詹姆士罗根 James Logan    梁凯华 

黄子华 Anjelina Wong    梁凯琳  

陈炎坤 Alvin Chen     林春儿  

陈炎溱 Leo Chen     晏红 

甄沛洋 Pei Yang Zhen    郑晓梅 

雷锦宇James Lei     吴晓丹 

雷先生 Mr. Lei      高瑞泽 

董建明 Amy Dong     甄嘉敏       
Shuying Zheng      Maggie Tang  
Shaoyan Chen      JoJo Zhang   
Jiatong Yang      Mei Li   
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Press release by Manchester City Council  

Magic comes to Manchester on Sunday 18 June as we say Abracadabra!  

    
The parade featured 80 community groups, 
ranging from the Manchester Chinese Centre 
to the trans youth group Afternoon Tea and 
the Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue ser-
vice. It was watched by the biggest crowd in 
the event’s history. 
 
“It’s nice to see all the communities from 
around Manchester,” says Emily Donlevy, 21, 
a trainee tattoo artist from Bolton. She spent 
the days following the attack inking the city’s 
bee symbol onto people to raise money for 
the victims and their families. 
 
“This awful thing has happened – it was a 
horrible thing – but today has proved that it’s 
not going to stop us from sharing the love 
and the pride that we have in our communi-
ty.” She, like many people in the crowd, is 
busy slathering suncream onto her shoulders 
to protect herself from the 30C heat. 
 

Labour councillor Pat Karney, chair of Manchester Day, says there was never any ques-
tion about whether or not the event would go ahead, but that there was increased security 
in the city centre, partly in response to a Take That concert arranged for Sunday evening. 
 
Wonderful, colourful, diverse, loud, proud #McrDay17 parade 
will be a true celebration of our diversity, solidarity and unity. See you on Sun 18 June 
from midday until 6pm 

Procession, which featured 22,000 people, in-
cluded 80 community groups and special tribute 
to those killed in last month’s terror attack 
 
On a sweltering Sunday in central Manchester, 
about 100,000 people gathered to watch the 
annual Manchester Day parade, which had tak-
en on a special significance in light of last 
month’s terror attack on the city’s arena. 

 
The 22,000-strong procession was 
fronted by 22 young people, each 
bearing a balloon representing one 
of the 22 victims of the bombing. 
The group held a banner reading 
“Manchester remembers 22.05.17” 
and were followed by uniformed 
members of the city’s emergency 
services, honouring their response 
to the attack. 
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The Parade– 18th June 2017 

Press release by Manchester City Council  

    

 Anish Kurien from the Manchester Malaya-
lee Association – a community group for 
people originally from Kerala in southern 
India – says he was pleased the council 
decided to go ahead with the day. “After 
recent events, we really wanted to make a 
point that we are part of this community 
and just because some crazy people do 
things, we don’t approve of that,” he says. 

 
Members of the association joined the pa-
rade, with some performing a traditional 
dance and others demonstrating a regional 
form of martial arts. The Malayalee group – 
most of whom came to Manchester as part of 
an NHS recruitment drive around 16 years 
ago – spent two months working on their 
contribution to the day’s festivities. As they 
came to the end of the route, they chanted: 
“We love Manchester.” 

 
 
Labour councillor Pat 
Karney, chair of Man-
chester Day, says there 
was never any question 
about whether or not the 
event would go ahead, 
but that there was in-
creased security in the 
city centre, partly in re-
sponse to a Take That 
concert arranged for 
Sunday evening. 

 
Today feels very poignant, 
doesn’t it?” says Andy 
Burnham, mayor of Great-
er Manchester. “People are 
still thinking about the at-
tack and just coming to 
terms with it really and the 
enormity of it. But in the 
worst of times you see the 
best of people, and we’ve 
certainly seen what Greater 
Manchester is all about in 
the past month.” 

Abracadabra!  


